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---- Original Message -----

From- A/C t/i~
To: Q~.-5. v-,"
Cc: /%zlIrL 5  L
Sent: Saturday, June 06, 2009 11:17 AM i
Subject: Areva building a plant near Idaho Falls. (• Dc' 4 J IV, 7 0 - -7 0 5-)

To whom It may concern:
--An uranium- enrichment plant built outside of Idaho. Falls will create-peril to the-area._'The. people
in this area has dealt with uranium waste before and it is a detriment to the locals.
My husband has four siblings living in this area who have
had cancer and three have died with it. The supporters of such a development can say many good
things about it, but when you lose lives due to cancer in this area, it becomes a true downer for the
project. The risk .of such a development outweighs the advantage.

Many years ago before the advancement of nuclear development in this area, cancer was not
hardly in existence. Now in my neighborhood and family it is going rampant.
Considering the problems which have ocurred in the English Channel (dumping radioactive waste
into the Channel) and radio active rocks in an african community near an Areva mine and a
serious leak in a French facility.
All of these instances show that such a plant is not safe for the people in Southeastern Idaho.
The Senators from Idaho who support it are not from this area so they appear not to be concerned
about the health risk that is attached to such a development.
Throuh the years the people have fought against dumping nuclear waste in the area. Yet it has
been done and removing that waste was problematic. As it was not taken care of (or as promised)
without a true fight. It was not removed on a schedule as promised.
Areva is a French Owned Co. and why should we cater to such a foreign company when it can
cause we the peopla great concern.

With True Concern,
Diane Nelson
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